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Abstract

Most paleoclimate researchers would probably agree that variations in Earth’s axial tilt and precession parameters have

influenced past climate change. However, claims of connections between orbital eccentricity and ice age climate are more

difficult to demonstrate or accept, especially since the amplitude of the strongest component of eccentricity-induced insolation,

the 413-ky signal, is conspicuously small or absent from the power spectra of the last million years of paleoclimate data, and

climate models without external forcing can easily reproduce the main f100-ky cycles of the late Pleistocene and Holocene.

Here I show that it is possible to tease out the 413-ky component of eccentricity directly from orbitally untuned deep-sea y18O
time series, and that the signal is strong, albeit buried deep in the y18O time series, concealed by frequency modulation (FM). To

extract the 413-ky signal, the data is frequency and phase demodulated numerically, while synthetic surrogate time series with

properties believed similar to the actual data are used to test the nature of the modulator and the accuracy of each step in the

inversion.
D 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction holds that the climate of the great ice ages varied in
After the discovery in 1976 (Hays et al., 1976) that

frequencies in the spectra of deep-sea climate proxies

(y18O time series) match periodic variations in inso-

lation, the Milankovitch (1941) astronomical theory

became a widely accepted model to explain the

Earth’s climate of the Pleistocene and the periodic

advance and retreat of the continent-size ice sheets

(Imbrie et al., 1993). In its original form, the theory
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proportion to changes in insolation caused by small

fluctuations in the earth’s orbital eccentricity, obliqui-

ty and precession (longitude of perihelion), which

have predominant periods of f100, 41 and 23 ky,

respectively (1 ky = 1000 years; 1 ka = 1000 years

ago). Although most indications are that variations

in Earth’s axial tilt and precession influence climate

change, any connections between eccentricity and ice

age climate periodicity are still poorly understood.

This is in part because nonlinear climate models that

require little if any astronomical input (Saltzman and

Verbitsky, 1994), or nonlinear interactions of the

precessional components (Ghil, 1994), can closely
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reproduce the typical f 100-ky ice age cycles. In

addition, lack of clear evidence for the presence of the

strong 413-ky eccentricity component in the y18O
time series of the last million years (Imbrie et al.,

1993) has stimulated the search for astronomical

forcings other than eccentricity (Muller and MacDon-

ald, 1997) and for ice sheet dynamics capable of free

oscillating at the right period without external forcing

(Kallén et al., 1980). Informative surveys on the

present status of Milankovitch’s astronomical theory

of the climate have been published recently (Hinnov,

2000; Elkibbi and Rial, 2001).

A sort of intermediate approach, by the author and

collaborators (Rial, 1999; Rial and Anaclerio, 2000;

Elkibbi and Rial, 2001), proposes that both astronom-

ical forcing and nonlinear climate response play

substantial roles, and introduces the idea that the

climate system transforms the amplitude modulated

insolation into frequency modulated fluctuations of

global ice mass. Specifically, simplified models of the

climate suggest that the amplitude modulation of

‘‘carrier’’ signals (e.g., the 23-ky precession, 41-ky

tilt and 95-ky eccentricity) is transformed by the

climate system into frequency modulation (Rial,

2004). This is analogous to the electronic process by

which the frequency of a carrier signal is changed in

proportion to the amplitude of a relatively lower

frequency signal (the message or intelligence), as in

FM radio and television broadcasting (Lathi, 1998;

Hund, 1942). Many well-known properties of elec-

tronic FM signals are in fact fully consistent with

features of the paleoclimate data (Rial, 1999) that

have puzzled researchers for years, such as the vary-

ing duration of the ice age cycle, the presence of

combination tones of orbital frequencies (Ghil, 1994;

Pisias et al., 1990), and, perhaps the most telling, the

apparent absence of spectral power at 413 ky (Imbrie

et al., 1993).

If the FM model is correct, the inverse operation on

the data, that is, frequency demodulation of the y18O
records to extract the climatic modulator, could help

our understanding of global climate change mechan-

ics. Demodulation is in essence an inversion process,

and although a relatively simple procedure in tele-

communications (any modem, radio or TV receiver

can do it), it is less than simple when the data are

paleoclimate time series. This is because the precise

nature of the modulator is not known, and there are
unique technical issues (the effects of time scale

uncertainty, noise and multiple carriers) that must be

resolved to insure that the demodulation process is

reliable, and reflects understandable physics. This

paper describes how standard methods of electronic

demodulation are used to guide the demodulation of

selected paleoclimate time series to extract the funda-

mental frequency modulator of the climate, which

appears to be, as suspected, the 413-ky component

of eccentricity-induced insolation.

1.1. The timing problem

In performing spectral analyses of the paleoclimate

data, one is always confronted with the dilemma of

how accurate is the chronology of the records. This

basic problem permeates any paleoclimate signal

analysis approach. Since, in the analyses that follow,

the signal sought is long-period, the result is likely

insensitive to localized errors in timing, since timing

errors are assumed to be randomly distributed and

independent through time. The long records (1–2 My)

used in the analyses are thus timed by using constant

sedimentation rates. This seems to work well, as will

soon be demonstrated, although not without a few

problems. Chronologies based on orbital tuning can-

not be used because orbital tuning subtly forces the

astronomical signal into the data (Rial, 1999). These

considerations considerably reduce the number of

records available because only a few reliable chronol-

ogies exist with minimal astronomical influence and

long enough time series. Examples of time scales

nearly free from astronomical influence are GT4, a

glacial physics-based chronology developed for the

Vostok ice core records (Petit et al., 1999) and the

‘constant sedimentation rate’ scale developed by

Raymo (1997) to time y18O deep-sea sediment

records. The former provides a non-orbital time scale,

but only for the last 400 ky, while the latter is based

on carefully selected magnetic and biostratigraphic

data and appears valid for the last few million years.

For the purposes of demodulation, both time scales

are found to be useful.

I used orbitally untuned deep-sea y18O time series

from published ODP web sites, and selected those

series whose terminations can visually be made to

closely fit the corresponding ones on the Vostok

temperature proxy. The depth scale of the selected
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y18O series is transformed into a time scale by multi-

plying by that (constant) sedimentation rate which

maximizes the visual fit of the record with the Vostok

data. As this is accomplished, signal features between

interglacials often do not correlate or do so poorly, but

no attempt is made to remedy this situation, which is

likely due to localized changes in sedimentation rate,

which may produce timing errors as large as F 10 ky in

some places. The intention of course is to use the

simplest time scale that is also as free from orbital

tuning as possible, even if it means sacrificing details,

or data sets. The estimated sedimentation rate obtained

by comparison with the ice core is then assumed to hold

for the entire length of the deep-sea y18O sediment

record. Obviously, the assumption of single constant

sedimentation rate is likely to be wrong at places within

any sediment record, but inconsistencies in timing

which occur in short, random segments of the record

should average out and have only a minor influence in

the results, as will be shown with the help of surrogate

(synthetic) data.

The usable records are few, because the assumption

of constant sedimentation rate is very restrictive, and

in some cases obviously wrong. On the other hand,

the selected time series are unique records, nearly free

of orbital tuning or similar artifacts that might incor-

porate unwanted signals and should reflect global

climatic events. In the following, I report results of

three y18O records with durations of up to 2 million

years, ODP sites 659, 846 and 849. To obtain a

quantitative measure of the range of possible varia-

tions in the demodulation results, I use a simple data-

augmentation scheme: from each single time series

(Site 659, say), an ensemble of slightly compressed

and stretched versions of it is constructed by slightly

increasing or decreasing (by not more than F 5%) the

original sedimentation rate used to time the series.

Each member of a given ensemble has thus a constant

sedimentation rate that is a small perturbation on

either side of that which best fits the Vostok data.

Typically, each ensemble contains 10 to 15 members,

as many as necessary to provide a probable range of

data variance as a function of timing error. The

difference in duration between the extreme (shortest

and longest) members of any given ensemble is ~100

ky, or 1 ky per every 10 ky of record, which is a

probably fair estimate of the maximum timing error

(Raymo, 1997).
1.2. The demodulation method

A noiseless, periodic signal frequency-modulated

by a message m(t) can be represented by the equation

(Lathi, 1998):

f ðtÞ ¼ Acosfxct þ kf

Z t

�l
mðfÞdðfÞg

¼ AcosfhðtÞg ð1Þ

This is a particular case of the general formula for

an angle-modulated signal, which includes both

frequency modulation (FM) and phase modulation

(PM), depending on whether the modulator is the

integral of the message (FM), as in Eq. (1), or the

message itself (PM). In Eq. (1) xc is the angular

frequency of the unmodulated carrier (for instance,

the 95-ky eccentricity signal and/or the 41-ky tilt

signal), kf is a measure of the intensity of the

modulation and A is a constant amplitude. The

modulator (or message) m(t) is in general an arbi-

trary function of time. The simplest FM signal,

usually called single-tone modulation, occurs when

m(t) is a single sinusoid (Cuccia, 1952), while a

strongly nonlinear ‘multitone’ or multifrequency

modulation occurs when m(t) contains two or more

sinusoids or is itself a modulated sinusoid. The

spectral analyses reported below show that the pale-

oclimate data are consistent with the latter type,

which makes the demodulation or inversion process

a delicate one, requiring careful checking of every

step of the analyses with synthetic or surrogate data

that simulate the actual time series.

Mathematically, extracting the message or ‘intel-

ligence’ m(t) from the frequency modulated signal

f(t) in Eq. (1) is apparently a simple operation.

First, one constructs the analytic function u(t) =
f(t) + iH{ f(t)}, where H{�} is the Hilbert transform

and i ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�1

p
. Then, multiplying both sides of the

exponential representation of u(t) by exp[� ixct]

gives the new function v(t) = exp[� ixct]u(t) =
Aexp[iw(t)]; where wðtÞ ¼ kfm

t
�lmðfÞdðfÞ . The

phase of v(t) thus becomes directly proportional

to the integral of the message, and its time deriv-

ative gives the instantaneous frequency of v(t),
which is the sought m(t). If A is not a constant

but a slowly varying time function A(t) whose

Change 41 (2004) 81–93 83
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spectrum does not overlap that of the FM signal,

Bedrosian’s theorem (Vakman, 1998) shows that

A(t) can still be considered a constant to compute

the Hilbert transform. The above operation can thus
Fig. 1. (a) Illustration of the demodulation of a synthetic FM signal of the

time in kiloyears and k1, k2 constants. The signal’s spectrum is similar to

signal). The numerically demodulated signal (modulator, continuous curve

frequency domains. (b) The demodulation algorithm is applied to a

413 + bcos(2pt/413) + ccos(8pt/413)]}, where the modulator itself is freque

without difficulty by the FM–PM demodulation (see text for details). Sim

and the 41 ky, say) with the spectral relative amplitudes obtained form

modulator.
be performed analytically on surrogate data to

compare with the results using the actual paleocli-

mate time series. Fig. 1a,b illustrates the method

using synthetic frequency modulated signals.
form f (t) = sin[2pt/95 + k1cos(2pt/413) + k2sin(2pt/123)], where t is
that of paleoclimate data. Only one carrier is involved (the 95-ky

) is identical to that constructed (dashed), as shown in the time and

more complex signal with the form g(t) = sin{2pt/41 + asin[8pt/
ncy modulated by two signals. As shown, the modulator is extracted

ilarly, experiments have been performed with two carriers (the 95 ky

the data. The algorithm performs correctly and extracts the sought
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The foregoing formulation offers no difficulty,

and the time-varying w(t) can be easily extracted,

unwrapped, detrended, tapered and differentiated to

obtain m(t).

However, since nothing is known in advance about

the nature of m(t) and random timing errors or inter-

ference from other carriers may distort the result of the
Fig. 2. (a) The result of frequency demodulating the time series from Sit

members of the data ensemble, that indicate the effect of F 5% changes in

the estimate of the presumed modulator m(t). Note the similarity between m

(a) is dominated by a f 400-ky component. Before calculating the spectra

the high frequency spectral peaks of m(x), the power spectrum of m(t), do

harmonics of 1/413 ky� 1. It is apparent that m(x) is composed of seemi

located at regular intervals multiple of 1/413 ky� 1. These features sugge

frequency (or phase) modulated signal whose carrier is the harmonic 4/41
inversion, every step of the process is accompanied by

a comparison with results using surrogate data which

are applied the exact same demodulation steps, as will

be shown shortly. Experiments were carried out with

two equally modulated carriers (95 and 41 ky) with the

observed amplitude ratio, and the algorithm performed

correctly, extracting the modulator accurately.
e 659 is shown. The light lines are the demodulation results for all

sedimentation rate. The thick line is the average over the ensemble,

(t) and the insolation curve. (b) The power spectra of the signals in

, all signals are low-pass filtered with corner at 0.02 cy/ky. Note that

not coincide with those of the insolation’s. but rather with the higher

ngly discrete, harmonically related frequencies, with spectral peaks

st that m(t), which is a modulating signal or modulator, is itself a

3 ky� 1 (see text for details).



Fig. 3. The full demodulation process exemplified using surrogate signals. (a) A surrogate FM synthetic signal is compared to the actual data.

The time-varying phase of the modulator is extracted by a two-step process: frequency demodulation (b), followed by phase demodulation

(c). The two steps are required since themodulatorm(t) is itself a frequency (or phase)modulated signal. The time series (b) and the power spectrum

(d) of the frequency demodulated surrogate signal are similar to the observed (cf. Fig. 2a,b) and consistent with a modulated m(t). The power

spectrum of the extracted modulator (e,f ) shows that the 413-ky signal is dominating. The analytic approximations and the exact numerical results

are compared throughout and shown to be satisfactorily close, the discrepancies due to the approximation of the Hilbert transform in the analytic

procedure (see text for details).

J.A. Rial / Global and Planetary Change 41 (2004) 81–9386
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2. The nature of the modulator

The result of frequency demodulating the ensemble

of 14 time series constructed from ODP Site659 is

shown in Fig. 2a, compared to the 15 jN insolation

time series (Laskar et al., 1993). The extracted modu-

lator m(t) in the graph is the mean of the demodulated

ensemble, and as can be seen, its time series is similar in

phase, relative amplitude and frequency content to the

insolation forcing (Fig. 2a, b) with one notable differ-

ence: the spectral resolution is high enough (1/1000

ky� 1) to verify that, with the exception of the 413-ky

component, the higher frequency spectral peaks of the

extracted m(t) do not coincide with those of the

eccentricity-induced insolation (1/123 and 1/95

ky� 1), but rather they appear to coincide with integer
Fig. 4. The effect of random changes in the timing of the surrogate time s

randomly changing timing of the signal and constructing a new signal tha

effects on the extracted modulator are shown to be reasonable and only p

errors are assumed random and normally distributed about the mean. F

modulator is observed but the spectrum is still robustly showing most po
multiples (higher harmonics) of 1/413 ky� 1. In other

words, the messagem(t) in Site 659 seems to consist of

the 413-ky eccentricity forcing and its third, fourth and

fifth harmonics. At the same time, since the carrier

frequency is the 95-ky ( = 2p/xc) component of eccen-

tricity (the 41-ky tilt is also a carrier but interference of

its side bands can be shown to be negligible in this part

of the spectrum), the presence of the fifth harmonic

(82.6 ky) in the modulator is unusual, as modulating

frequencies are expected to be lower than their carrier

(Lathi, 1998), especially if natural processes are in-

volved, as is the case here. A reasonable guess is that

the modulator is itself frequency modulated, because

then the 82.6-ky peak would be just a side band of the

103.25-ky harmonic carrier (413/4 = 103.25). A simple

mathematical model for the frequencymodulator in Eq.
eries on the resulting inversion. The original signal is perturbed by

t has timing differences as large as F 15 ky from the original. The

roduce unimportant changes in the resulting spectrum. The timing

or timing errors greater than 20 ky, deterioration of the extracted

wer at 413 ky (not shown).
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(1) could thus have the form:

Z t

�l
mðfÞdðfÞ ¼ k0sinðx0tÞ þ k1sin½4x0t

þ k2cosðx0tÞ� ð2Þ

This is a sort of recursive modulation in which the

413-ky = 2p/x0 component of insolation plays the

fundamental role and whose spectral frequencies can

be equated to the observed by appropriately tuning the

adjustable parameters ki. Since the 413-ky component

has the most power in the eccentricity forcing (Laskar

et al., 1993), it should not be surprising that it plays

such an important role in the modulation. Since its

fourth harmonic (103.25 ky= 2p/4x0) acts as a mod-

ulated sub-carrier (Carlson, 1968), there is just one

modulating signal or modulator, the eccentricity-in-

duced 413-ky component of insolation, which is the

message or intelligence sought for. Surrogate data

computed using Eqs. (1) and (2) produce time signals

and spectra very similar and consistent with those

obtained when the frequency demodulation process is

used on real data (Fig. 3).

The foregoing analysis strongly suggests that what

has been defined as m(t) in Eq. (1) is itself a phase-

modulated function, so that its modulator (presumably

the 413-ky cycle) has yet to be extracted. This is

accomplished by constructing the analytic function

m(t) + iH{m(t)} and applying the formula:

kðtÞ ¼ tan�1 HfmðtÞg
mðtÞ

� �
ð3Þ

which is equivalent to phase demodulating m(t).

It thus becomes apparent that the inversion requires

two steps, frequency demodulation followed by phase

demodulation, to recover the modulating signal, as

illustrated in Fig. 3a–f. Tests using surrogate data are

performed simultaneously with the inversion of the

actual data to ensure that at least in principle the

inversion scheme used is applicable to time series

similar to the y18O records, that the algorithm is

robust against reasonable errors in timing (see Fig.

4) and that interference from other carriers is minimal.

If one can closely parallel the inversion of the pale-

oclimate time series with surrogate data, it is possible

to conclude that for any original paleoclimate signal

that is functionally similar to the model (Eqs. (1) and
(2)), the numerical inversion successfully extracts the

modulator.

Fig. 5 shows the final result of the two-step

demodulation for Site 659. The inversion recovers a

strong, single f 400-ky modulator in phase with the

predicted 413-ky eccentricity component of insola-

tion. This is quite an interesting result, because the

413-ky insolation forcing, believed too small or ab-

sent from paleoclimate time series (e.g., Imbrie et al.,

1993), is made clearly visible as the only significant

power in the demodulated signal.

It is important however to note that the duration of

the Site 659 record is only slightly longer than two

periods of the 413-ky modulator, so that the argument

can be made that only with longer records (four or

more periods long) can the presence of a 413-ky

period harmonic be rigorously demonstrated, and a

better spectral resolution obtained.
3. Extracting the modulator from longer (f2 My)

records

To apply the foregoing analyses to longer records

is difficult, because it requires that the single sedi-

mentation rate assumption not be violated for a

substantial length of core, and this makes the available

data even scarcer than before. Fortunately, at least two

suitably long records were found: ODP sites 849 and

846, with sedimentation rates calculated by Raymo

(1997). These were successfully processed, as de-

scribed in what follows.

Fig. 6a,b shows the results of demodulation of the

Site 849 time series for the last 2 million years. The fit

of the extracted modulator with the long-period inso-

lation curve is remarkably good, except that the timing

is off, mostly during the first 500 ky, which makes the

extracted modulator appear acausal. This is interpreted

as a change in sedimentation rate since in the time range

200–450 ky, it is observed that the Site 849 signal

differs from other tuned records, such as Site 677. A

simple change to a slower sedimentation rate between

200 and 450 ky produces a remarkably close fit with the

phase of the insolation (Fig. 6b) and almost completely

eliminates acausality. The period and relative ampli-

tude of the corrected modulator also closely fit the

long-term variations in insolation, which are controlled

mainly by its 413- and f 800-ky components (Berger



Fig. 5. The phase, period and relative amplitude of the extracted modulator closely fit the 413-ky eccentricity-driven insolation curve. The

symbol B–M marks the Brunhes–Matuyama magnetic reversal on the y18O time series. (b) The power spectrum of the modulator is compared

to that of the insolation. In the chosen time window (f 900 ky long), most of the power of the modulator resides on the 413-ky component.

Light lines in (a) and (b) are results for the ensemble and dashed lines mark one standard deviation from the mean.
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and Loutre, 1991). That a 2-million-year-long record

mimics the major features of the insolation curve so

well suggests that the Earth’s climate responds to and

follows changes in orbital eccentricity, as the classic

Milankovitch–Croll theory asserts. However, the cli-
mate system responds to this driving in a complex

nonlinear way, transforming amplitudemodulation into

frequency modulation, and resonating with the astro-

nomical forcing (Rial, 2004), in contrast to Milanko-

vitch’s vision of an essentially linear, unresponsive



Fig. 6. As in Fig. 5, the modulator is extracted as the mean value of the ensemble constructed from the original Site 849 time series (see text for

details). (a) shows the modulator of Site 849 compared to the long period (low-pass filtered) insolation curve over the last 2 million years. The

similarity between the two curves is remarkable, although the extracted modulator timing is clearly off especially over the last 500 ky. However,

assuming a 40% decrease in sedimentation rate from 200 to 450 ky BP makes the timing in this interval fit that of standard tuned records such as

Site 677 and produces the close fit shown in (b). Note the timing change in the time series from (a). The result strongly suggests that the 413-ky

eccentricity-driven insolation has driven the Pleistocene climate. Light lines are results for the ensemble and dashed lines mark one standard

deviation from the mean.
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climate system. Changes in sedimentation rate that

violate the assumption of constant sedimentation

rate may be responsible for the phase misfit (com-
pare Fig. 6a,b), but even without a correction a

single constant sedimentation rate clearly reveals the

presence of the insolation signal (Fig. 6a). Fig. 7



Fig. 7. As in Fig. 6 for Site 846. The extracted modulator is again consistent with the long-period insolation variation. The results in Figs. 6 and 7

provide a glimpse into the climate response at the time of the mid-Pleistocene transition (MPT), around 950 ka. This is the time around

which a 41-ky-dominated glaciation cycle is transformed into a 100-ky-dominated one, as shown on the y18O records. The results indicate

that at f 950 ka, the climate system response follows the rapid drop in insolation intensity starting at 1000 ka. Then starting at f 800 ka,

the insolation levels out and remains lower than any time before for about 500 ky, a period that corresponds to the unprecedented growth of

the ice sheets that profoundly changed the subsequent state of the global climate. It is tempting to conclude that nothing more extraordinary

than a drop in the secular level of solar intensity is what caused the MPT. Light lines are results for the ensemble and dashed lines mark one

standard deviation from the mean.
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shows the result for Site 846 for the last 1.4 My.

Again, only one sedimentation rate was used on

each member of the ensemble. For the first 600 ky,

the fit with the insolation curve is good and in

general the shape of the modulator follows the

insolation curve closely, except between 620 and
f 900 ka where changes in the sedimentation rate

are apparent.
4. Summary

Extracting the astronomical signal from the paleo-

climate data has required two steps: frequency demod-

ulation followed by the application of Eq. (3), which is

essentially equivalent to phase demodulation. The

paleoclimate data requires such treatment because it

appears to be doubly modulated, with the modulating

signal itself a modulated carrier. Coincidentally, double
frequency modulation, or DFM, is a signal processing

method commonly used in telecommunications (espe-

cially in satellite telemetry systems and wireless tele-

phony) in which the sum of a number of modulated

sub-carriers is used to frequency modulate a higher

frequency carrier (Cartmell, 1990). This process effi-

ciently handles multiple channels carrying very diverse

types of information, so it is tempting to speculate that

this is why it has been naturally selected for transferring

astronomical signals into the climate system.

The modulators extracted from Sites 849 and 846

(which are both benthic records from the eastern

equatorial Pacific basin but over 2200 km apart)

show strong similarities as one should expect; and

obvious differences, which are likely due to regional

differences in sedimentation rate, also to be expected.

The many similarities however are suggestive that the

demodulation process is extracting the same signal

(the 413-ky eccentricity and its sub-harmonic) form
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both records, as it should. This is supported by the

result of demodulating Site 659, which results in a

signal dominated by the 413-ky eccentricity-induced

component of insolation.
5. Why frequency modulation?

An important point remains to be dealt with and that

is the reason or climate mechanism that causes frequen-

cy modulation. In a companion paper of this volume

(Rial, 2004), I propose a system of differential equa-
Fig. 8. (a) A mechanistic model of the climate system, represented by a ‘le

The siphon trap represents a threshold, held constant in (a). The water ci

constant threshold. The times series of the water level are analogous to

(b) When the threshold is made to vary due to external influences, the saw-t

amplitude modulation of the height of the threshold (the trap). The climate

The FM effect can be subtle as in the middle diagram (simulates the deep-s

the FM effect in the late glacial, such as the Dansgaard/Oeschger oscillatio
tions that closely reproduces the observed FM effect in

paleoclimate time series, including the Dansgaard/

Oeschger (D/O) oscillations of the last glacial. In the

model, the mechanism responsible for FM is the result

of the climate system transforming the amplitude mod-

ulated astronomical forcing into frequencymodulation.

This is possible in a nonlinear climate system with

variable thresholds, as shown in the simple mechanical

analogue depicted in Fig. 8. Fig. 8a illustrates a simple

system where a container with a siphon is continuously

supplied with water at a constant rate (which simulates

the growing of an ice sheet), causing the accumulation
aky-bucket’. Water is supplied at a constant rate through the faucet.

rculation mimics internal oscillations of the climate controlled by a

the saw-tooth time series of climate records (see text for details).

oothed time series becomes frequency modulated, due to the imposed

analogy is described in terms of differential equations by Rial (2004).

ea sediment FM effect), or drastic, as in the lower diagram (simulates

ns). See text for details.
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A. The siphon’s high level acts as a threshold, and so as

soon as the water reaches it, the tank empties quickly

(simulating an interglacial termination), down to the

level of the container’s outlet. In the actual climate, a

threshold may be thought of as a point at which two

competing feedbacks effects (positive feedback ampli-

fies while negative feedback controls) are just balanced

(Rial et al., 2004). For instance, in the absence of

external perturbations, the threshold would represent

the carrying capacity of the climate system (the maxi-

mum size the system allows the ice sheets to grow).

Once the lowest level of the water is reached the

outpour ceases and the tank begins to fill again. The

resulting time series is a saw-tooth with ‘firings’

happening at a constant time interval. This is the

behavior of a (nonlinear) climate system evolving

internally through the competing action of positive

and negative feedbacks, and without ‘external’ influ-

ence (the water tap is assumed to be part of the system).

Fig. 8b shows what happens when the threshold itself

changes with time, driven by some periodic or quasi-

periodic external forcing (such as the Milankovitch

cycles). Frequency modulation clearly results and,

depending on the strength of the forcing, the effect is

subtle, as in the long period, deep-sea sediment records,

or sharp and obvious, as in the D/O oscillations (see

Rial, 2004).
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